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Pivot Point
A vibrant new voice . . . a modern classic. For
generations, the Beaumont family has harbored a
magical secret. They each possess a “savvy”—a
special supernatural power that strikes when they
turn thirteen. Grandpa Bomba moves mountains, her
older brothers create hurricanes and spark electricity
. . . and now it’s the eve of Mibs’s big day. As if
waiting weren’t hard enough, the family gets scary
news two days before Mibs’s birthday: Poppa has
been in a terrible accident. Mibs develops the singular
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mission to get to the hospital and prove that her new
power can save her dad. So she sneaks onto a
salesman’s bus . . . only to find the bus heading in the
opposite direction. Suddenly Mibs finds herself on an
unforgettable odyssey that will force her to make
sense of growing up—and of other people, who might
also have a few secrets hidden just beneath the skin.

Dreamer, Wisher, Liar
Our body, mind, and soul are intricately connected.
Instead of emptying your mind, journey with
redemptive yoga to fill your practice with the truth of
Jesus, power of the Holy Spirit, and daily reminder of
the Father's deep, enduring love for you.

Daisy Dooley Does Divorce
Presents advice for overcoming loneliness and
isolation, discussing how to foster personal
connections, find meaningful work, become part of a
community, help those in need, and develop longlasting relationships.

The Hijab Boutique
There are many good books in the market dealing
with the subject of allelopathy. When we designed the
outline of this new book, we thought that it should
include as many different points of view as possible,
although in an integrated general scheme. Allelopathy
can be viewed from different of perspectives, ranging
from the molecular to the ecosystem level, and
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including molecular biology, plant biochemistry, plant
physiology, plant ecophysiology and ecology, with
information coming also from the organic chemistry,
soil sciences, microbiology and many other scientific
disciplines. This book was designed to include a
complete perspective of allelopathic process. The
book is divided into seven major sections. The first
chapter explores the international development of
allelopathy as a science and next section deals with
methodological aspects and it explores potential
limitations of actual research. Third section is devoted
to physiological aspects of allelopathy. Different
specialists wrote about photosynthesis, cell cycle,
detoxification processes, abiotic and biotic stress,
plant secondary metabolites and respiration related
to allelopathy. Chapters 13 through 16 are collectively
devoted to various aspects of plant ecophysiology on
a variety of levels: microorganisms, soil system and
weed germination. Fundamental ecology approaches
using both experimental observations and theoretical
analysis of allelopathy are described in chapters 16
and 17. Those chapters deal with the possible
evolutionary forces that have shaped particular
strategies. In the section named “allelopathy in
different environments”, authors primarily center on
marine, aquatic, forest and agro ecosystems. Last
section includes chapters addressing application of
the knowledge of allelopathy.

Animal Snackers
These 19 folk stories originated by the Indians of
South America include tales about giants, witches,
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and animals

Circa Now
Short poems describe the eating habits of many
different kinds of animals.

The Laura Line
For Daisy Dooley, the only thing worse than being 39
and single is being 39 and divorced. A self-professed
self-help addict, Daisy leaves the marriage she
thought would forever rescue her from the angst of
will he or won't he call, coping with painful setups
from well-meaning friends, and lonely Saturday
nights, only to return to the painful--and painfully
funny--world of dating. Supported by her two best
friends, one commitment-phobic single serial dater
and one picture perfect happy wife and mother of two
whose marriage sets the standard in happy
marriages--at least from the outside--Daisy must find
her way back through the awkward mating rituals that
accompany relationships with the post-divorcee
rebound man, and the passionate tweny-something
eager to date a "mature woman," and battle the
longing to be with the one true love who eluded her
years before. In the end, Daisy Dooley does date who
she deserves, and delivers a lot of laughs and lessons
along the way.

The Same Stuff as Stars
Perfect for fans of Sliding Doors, Kasie West's riveting
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novel Pivot Point follows a girl with the power to see
her potential futures. Addison Coleman's life is one
big "What if?" As a Searcher, a special type of
clairvoyant, whenever Addie is faced with a choice,
she is able to look into the future and see both
outcomes. So when her parents tell her they are
getting a divorce and she has to pick who she wants
to live with, a Search has never been more important.
In one future Addie is living with her mom in the life
she's always known and is being pursued by the most
popular guy in school. In the other she is the new girl
in school, where she falls for a cute, quiet artist. Then
Addie finds herself drawn into a murder investigation,
and her fate takes a darker turn. With so much to lose
in either future, Addie must decide which reality she's
willing to live through . . . and who she's willing to live
without.

Mr. Wuffles!
The Goldfish That Jumped is the moving story of a
single mum of four who escapes the rat-race and by
embracing her soul heals herself of serious chronic
fatigue whilst also healing her family. Told she might
never walk again, discover how Mary Curtis goes from
a life of drudgery, stifling government protocol, and
soul-destroying procedures to living a life filled with
miracles, making a difference to thousands. The
Goldfish That Jumped unfolds the adventures of the
mysterious world of Mary Curtis, homeopath, healer,
psychic and wise-woman as we join her on this
inspirational and heart-warming journey to
overcoming a horrendously vengeful divorce,
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despairing loneliness, CFS, depression and poverty.

To Stay Alive
GOLD MEDALIST IN THE 2015 FOREWORD REVIEWS'
INDIEFAB AWARDS IN CAREER! Did you know: •
Goldfish, yes, goldfish, have longer attention spans
than we humans do? • One in four people abandons a
website if it takes longer than four seconds to load?
Imagine if there were ways, in a world of impatience
and INFObesity, to quickly intrigue busy, distracted
people and earn their interest, trust and buy-in?
Imagine if there was a process for pleasantly
surprising decision-makers and convincing them
you're the right person for the job, position, project or
contract? You don't have to imagine it, Sam Horn has
created it. Sam's innovative techniques have helped
her clients close deals and raise millions of dollars and
will be your “secret sauce” to getting funded, hired,
elected, promoted or referred.

Never Be Lonely Again
Fully updated and expanded-a solid foundation for
understandingexperimental enzymology. This
practical, up-to-date survey is designed for a
broadspectrum of biological and chemical scientists
who are beginning todelve into modern enzymology.
Enzymes, Second Editionexplains the structural
complexities of proteins and enzymes andthe
mechanisms by which enzymes perform their
catalytic functions.The book provides illustrative
examples from the contemporaryliterature to guide
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the reader through concepts and data
analysisprocedures. Clear, well-written descriptions
simplify the complexmathematical treatment of
enzyme kinetic data, and numerouscitations at the
end of each chapter enable the reader to accessthe
primary literature and more in-depth treatments of
specifictopics. This Second Edition of Enzymes: A
Practical Introductionto Structure, Mechanism, and
Data Analysis features refinedand expanded coverage
of many concepts, while retaining theintroductory
nature of the book. Important new featuresinclude: A
new chapter on protein-ligand binding equilibria
Expanded coverage of chemical mechanisms in
enzyme catalysisand experimental measurements of
enzyme activity Updated and refined discussions of
enzyme inhibitors andmultiple substrate reactions
Coverage of current practical applications to the
study ofenzymology Supplemented with appendices
providing contact information forsuppliers of reagents
and equipment for enzyme studies, as well asa survey
of useful Internet sites and computer software
forenzymatic data analysis, Enzymes, Second Edition
isthe ultimate practical guide for scientists and
students inbiochemical, pharmaceutical, biotechnical,
medicinal, andagricultural/food-related research.

Waterless Mountain
Twelve-year-old Lucy Desberg is a natural problem
solver. After the local homecoming queen shows up at
her family’s struggling drugstore with a beauty
disaster that Lucy helps to fix, Lucy has a long line of
makeover customers for every school dance and bat
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mitzvah. But all the makeup tips in the world won’t
help save the pharmacy. If only she could find a way
to make the pharmacy the center of town again—a
place where people want to spend time, like in the old
days. Lucy dreams up a solution that could
resuscitate the family business and help the
environment, too. But will Lucy’s family stop fighting
long enough to listen to a seventh-grader? This book
is a funny and sweet debut featuring an unforgettable
narrator who knows what she wants, whether it’s
great makeup, a killer business plan, or a better
world. F&P level: T F&P genre: RF

The Goldfish That Jumped
"The Hijab Boutique is a wonderful book that will
appeal to young readers age 10 and up. Black and
white illustrations add to the message's impact. One
of the striking attributes of The Hijab Boutique is its
sensitive treatment of the topic of respecting cultural
differences, and rethinking automatic responses."
—The Midwest Book Review "Michelle Khan's first
children's book, The Hijab Boutique, is a quick read
with a deep and resounding message I’m excited to
have such a simple yet profound story to share with
my nieces, and any other girl who cares to read and
learn a meaningful lesson about inner strength, faith,
and womanhood through another’s eyes." —Luxury
Reading Farah enjoyed her private girls' school and
fun with her friends. Then an assignment meant she
had to talk about her mother for "International
Woman's Day" in front of the whole class. Compared
to her friends' glamorous actress, make-up artist, and
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tap-dancing mothers, what can her modest mother
possibly have that is worth sharing with her
classmates? To Farah's surprise, her mother was quite
the business woman before putting her career on hold
to care for her daughter. Michelle Khan is an awardwinning Indian Canadian writer. She started her
career at a University of Toronto student paper, and
eventually her words hit daily newspaper pages. For
six years, Michelle wrote an internationally syndicated
youth advice column. Her work led her to win a
$5,000 scholarship from book publisher Harlequin
Enterprises Ltd. She went onto earn a $15,000 award
from Global Television Network. Michelle lives in
Toronto, Canada, with her parents and younger sister.
This is her first chapter book for kids.

My Life in Pink & Green
Political provocateur Bill Maher tells it like it is in a
useful and hilarious guide for the many Americans
who want to do more here at home to help the war
effort, but are at a loss as to what. Thirty-three
dynamic new posters and several classics from our
government’s archive, accompanied by text from one
of our leading pundits and cutting-edge comedians
make this the perfect book for this time in our
nation’s history, the zeitgeist of one-year-post-9/11
America. This is the book that will help Americans
make the connections between what we do and how it
can help our troops and ourselves. Having always
defined political correctness as the elevation of
sensitivity over truth, and being an optimist, I
guessed that after 9/11, Americans would judge all
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matters "’ to be an indulgence herewith unaffordable.
Boy, was I wrong."

Hattie Big Sky
Younger Brother, a Navaho Indian boy, undergoes
eight years of training in the ancient religion of his
people and the practical knowledge of material
existence.

The Secret Goldfish
What happens when one partner in a relationship
wants to have a child and the other doesn't? Lindsay
Eynon, a philosophy lecturer, isn't ready to start a
family yet; he has other plans. But Kirsten's biological
clock is ticking and she sees the world differently. As
their arguments intensify, so does the probability of
the unexpected . . .The Philosopher's Doll is a highly
unusual, constantly surprising novel about the
perennial conflict between the head and the heart.
Thought-provoking and compellingly readable, it
reverberates with the dilemmas of contemporary life.
In a culture of affluence, what do we need in order to
be happy? And just how much control do we really
have over our lives?

Sway
Moving backward in time, Dorris's critically acclaimed
debut novel is a lyrical saga of three generations of
Native American women beset by hardship and torn
by angry secrets.
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Zane and the Hurricane
Hailee Richardson never realized how much she hated
her Salvation Army life and Goodwill accessories until
the night her family wins the lottery. All of a sudden
she's no longer the only girl at school without a cell
phone or a brand-new bike! And the newfound
popularity that comes with being a lottery winner is
just what she's always dreamed of. But the glow of
her smartphone and fancy new clothes wears off
when Hailee is transferred to Magnolia Academy, a
private school. All of a sudden, her best friend and
parents seem shabby compared to the beautiful
Magnolia moms and the popular bad-girl Nikki, who
seems to want to be her friend. Now, Hailee wants
nothing more than to grow up-and away-from her old
life. It'll take one very busy social networking page, a
stolen first kiss, and a whole carton of eggs for Hailee
to realize that not all luck is good, not all change is
bad, and a best friend who's just a call away will
always be more valuable than a phone.

A Whole Lot of Lucky
Twelve-year-old Circa Monroe has a knack for
restoring old photographs. It's a skill she learned from
her dad, who loves old pictures and putting fun digital
twists on them. His altered "Shopt" photos look so
real that they could fool nearly anybody, and Circa
treasures the fun stories he makes up to explain each
creation. One day, her father receives a strange
phone call requesting an urgent delivery, and he
heads out into a storm. The unimaginable happens: a
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tornado, then a terrible accident, and Circa never
sees her dad again. Just as Circa and her mom begin
to pick up the pieces, a mysterious boy shows up on
their doorstep, a boy called Miles who remembers
nothing about his past. The only thing he has with him
is the photograph that Circa's dad intended to deliver
on the day he died. As Circa tries to help Miles
recover his identity, she begins to notice something
strange about the photos she and her father
retouched—the digital flourishes added to the old
photos seem to exist in real life. The mysteries of the
Shopt photos and Miles's past are intertwined, and in
order to solve both, Circa will have to figure out
what's real and what's an illusion. With stunning
prose, captivating photographs, and a hint of magic,
Circa Now is a gripping story full of hope and heart.

A Yellow Raft in Blue Water
A touching and funny story of one girl’s journey to
discover where she came from and the unlimited
possibilities of who she can become, from Crystal
Allen, the acclaimed author of How Lamar’s Bad Prank
Won a Bubba-Sized Trophy and The Magnificent Mya
Tibbs: Spirit Week Showdown. Laura Dyson wants two
things in life: to be accepted by her classmates and to
be noticed by ultracute baseball star Troy Bailey. But
everyone at school teases her for being overweight,
and Troy won’t give her a second glance. Until one
day, their history teacher announces a field trip to the
run-down slave shack on her grandmother’s property.
Heck to the power of no way! Her grandmother insists
that it’s more than just an old shack; it’s a monument
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to the strong women in their family—the Laura Line.
But Laura knows better: her classmates will never
accept her once they see the shack. So she comes up
with the perfect plan to get the trip canceled . . . but
when a careless mistake puts the shack—and the
Laura Line—in jeopardy, Laura must decide what’s
truly important to her. Can Laura figure out how to
get what she wants at school while also honoring her
family’s past?

A Snicker of Magic (Scholastic Gold)
Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick presents a
gripping yet poignant novel about a 12-year-old boy
and his dog who become trapped in New Orleans
during the horrors of Hurricane Katrina. Zane Dupree
is a charismatic 12-year-old boy of mixed race visiting
a relative in New Orleans when Hurricane Katrina hits.
Unexpectedly separated from all family, Zane and his
dog experience the terror of Katrina's wind, rain, and
horrific flooding. Facing death, they are rescued from
an attic air vent by a kind, elderly musician and a
scrappy young girl--both African American. The chaos
that ensues as storm water drowns the city, shelter
and food vanish, and police contribute to a
dangerous, frightening atmosphere, creates a pageturning tale that completely engrosses the reader.
Based on the facts of the worst hurricane disaster in
U.S. history, Philbrick includes the lawlessness and
lack of government support during the disaster as
well as the generosity and courage of those who
risked their lives and safety to help others. Here is an
unforgettable novel of heroism in the face of truly
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challenging circumstances.

Taking Care of Mama Rabbit
In this novel-in-verse, a young survivor of the tragic
Donner Party of 1846 describes how her family and
others became victims of freezing temperatures and
starvation.

When You Ride Alone You Ride With Bin
Laden
A collection of short works features such protagonists
as a hapless man who tries to avoid being struck by
lightning, a pair of canines bent on mayhem, and a
neglected goldfish that watches a family falling to
pieces.

Paul Meets Bernadette
Fourteen shark species, from the utterly terrifying to
the surprisingly docile, glide through the pages of this
vibrantly illustrated, poetic picture book. From the
enormous whale shark to the legendary great white to
the enigmatic goblin shark to the small cookie-cutter
shark, Slickety Quick is a delightful frenzy of shark
mayhem. Mysterious species such as the
camouflaged wobbegong and the elusive frilled shark
share the waters with better-known blue and nurse
sharks, each commemorated in a poem by Skila
Brown and illustrated by Bob Kolar. Sneaky shark
facts ripple through each spread to further inform the
brave and curious young reader intrigued by the
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power -- and danger -- of these amazing creatures.

The Dark Frigate
From Caldecott Honor–winning author and illustrator
Anita Lobel comes a sweet story about young rabbits
taking care of their Mama Rabbit. This beloved classic
picture book has been enlarged and refreshed for an
immersive reading experience! Oh no, Mama Rabbit is
sick in bed! Papa Rabbit has gone to get medicine,
but her ten little rabbits want to help make her feel
better. One by one, they each find their own way to
cheer her up. Sometimes, love is the best medicine.

Slickety Quick: Poems about Sharks
In Princess Labelmaker to the Rescue!, the war
against the FunTime Menace—aka test prep—wages
on at McQuarrie Middle School. Our heroes have
already won one battle, with the help of surprising ally
Jabba the Puppett. But to defeat the Dark
Standardized Testing Forces they’re going to need an
even bigger, even more surprising ally: Principal
Rabbski. With pressure from great forces—the school
board—will this former enemy join the Rebellion, or
will her transformation into Empress Rabbski, Dark
Lord of the Sith, be complete? With this topical
episode, Tom Angleberger demonstrates once again
that his “grasp of middle-school emotions, humor and
behavior is spot-on” (Scripps Howard News Service).
Praise for Princess Labelmaker to the Rescue! "Fans
will devour this satisfying and nicely realistic
conclusion to the story set up in the previous volume.
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Characters grow, and non–Star Wars pop-culture
references seep in. Readers new to the series are
advised to go back to the beginning; they won’t
regret it." --Kirkus Reviews "These books are more
popular than a working droid on Tatooine. Expect the
usual army of young Jedis to come out swinging for a
copy." --Booklist

Savvy
In a near wordless masterpiece that could only have
been devised by David Wiesner, a cat named Mr.
Wuffles doesn't care about toy mice or toy goldfish.
He’s much more interested in playing with a little
spaceship full of actual aliens—but the ship wasn't
designed for this kind of rough treatment. Between
motion sickness and damaged equipment, the aliens
are in deep trouble. When the space visitors dodge
the cat and take shelter behind the radiator to repair
the damage, they make a host of insect friends. The
result? A humorous exploration of cooperation
between aliens and insects, and of the universal
nature of communication involving symbols, “cave”
paintings, and gestures of friendship. A Caldecott
Honor book.

Princess Labelmaker to the Rescue!
(Origami Yoda #5)
This Newbery Honor winning, New York Times
bestseller celebrates the true spirit of independence
on the American frontier. For most of her life, sixteenyear-old Hattie Brooks has been shuttled from one
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distant relative to another. Tired of being Hattie Hereand-There, she summons the courage to leave Iowa
and move all by herself to Vida, Montana, to prove up
on her late uncle’s homestead claim. Under the big
sky, Hattie braves hard weather, hard times, a
cantankerous cow, and her own hopeless hand at the
cookstove. Her quest to make a home is championed
by new neighbors Perilee Mueller, her German
husband, and their children. For the first time in her
life, Hattie feels part of a family, finding the strength
to stand up against Traft Martin’s schemes to buy her
out and against increasing pressure to be a “loyal”
American at a time when anything—or
anyone—German is suspect. Despite daily trials,
Hattie continues to work her uncle’s claim until an
unforeseen tragedy causes her to search her soul for
the real meaning of home. This young pioneer's story
is lovingly stitched together from Kirby Larson’s own
family history and the sights, sounds, and scents of
homesteading life. AN AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS A
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK A BOOKLIST
EDITORS' CHOICE NAMED TO 13 STATE AWARD LISTS
"A marvelous story about courage, loyalty,
perseverance, and the meaning of home." --Newbery
Award-Winning Author Karen Cushman From the
Hardcover edition.

The Philosopher's Doll
Got Your Attention?
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Angel's dad is in jail and her mum's abandoned her
and her little brother at their great-grandmother's
crumbling farmhouse. Grandma can't even look after
herself, let alone two children, so Angel finds that it's
left up to her. In a dreary and lonely world there is
only one bright spot - amysterious stranger who
appears on clear nights to teach Angel all about the
stars.* Katherine Paterson is an internationally
acclaimed author who has won the Newbery Medal
(twice), the National Book Award for Children's
Literature (USA) twice, and the prestigious Hans
Christian Andersen Award

Redemptive Yoga
Dreamer, Wisher, Liar is a heartwarming story about
one girl's transformative summer full of friendship,
secret magic, and family. Fans of Rebecca Stead will
enjoy Charise Mericle Harper's funny and poignant
novel. When her best friend is moving away and her
mom has arranged for some strange little girl to come
and stay with them, Ash—who is petrified of change
and new people—is expecting the worst summer of
her life. Then seven-year-old Claire shows up. Armed
with a love of thrift-store clothes and an altogether
too-sunny disposition, Claire proceeds to turn Ash's
carefully constructed life upside down. While every
part of Ash's life seems to be disrupted, she must
protect a carefully hidden secret: She has discovered
a magical jar in her basement. It's a wish jar, full of
someone's old wishes—and it has the power to send
her back in time and provide a window into another
friendship between two girls. Discovering her own
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connection to the girls' story shows Ash that her life is
full of surprises and friends she never saw coming.

Hardly Working
In Working South, renowned watercolorist Mary Whyte
captures in exquisite detail the essence of vanishing
blue-collar professions from across ten states in the
American South with sensitivity and reverence for her
subjects. From the textile mill worker and tobacco
farmer to the sponge diver and elevator operator,
Whyte has sought out some of the last remnants of
rural and industrial workforces declining or altogether
lost through changes in our economy, environment,
technology, and fashion. She shows us a shoeshine
man, a hat maker, an oysterman, a shrimper, a
ferryman, a funeral band, and others to document
that these workers existed and in a bygone era were
once ubiquitous across the region. "When a person
works with little audience and few accolades, a truer
portrait of character is revealed," explains Whyte in
her introduction. As a genre painter with skills and
intuition honed through years of practice and toil, she
shares much in common with the dedication and
character of her subjects. Her vibrant paintings are
populated by men and women, young and old, black
and white to document the range Southerners whose
everyday labors go unheralded while keeping the
South in business. By rendering these workers amid
scenes of their rough-hewn lives, Whyte shares
stories of the grace, strength, and dignity exemplified
in these images of fading southern ways of life and
livelihood. Working South includes a foreword by
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Martha Severens, curator of the Greenville County
Museum of Art in Greenville, South Carolina.

Fish Out of Water
Widge is an orphan with a rare talent for shorthand.
His fearsome master has just one demand: steal
Shakespeare's play "Hamlet"--or else. Widge has no
choice but to follow orders, so he works his way into
the heart of the Globe Theatre, where Shakespeare's
players perform. As full of twists and turns as a
London alleyway, this entertaining novel is rich in
period details, colorful characters, villainy, and
drama."A fast-moving historical novel that introduces
an important era with casual familiarity." --School
Library Journal, starred review

Tales from Silver Lands
For four long months, ten-year-old Cass has been
dreaming of the day her mom, Toodi, will come home.
But when Toodi's welcome back party takes a turn for
the disastrous, Cass finds herself stuck alone with her
dull-as-dirt dad, who insists that they set off for the
summer on a mysterious adventure-just the two of
them. It turns out Cass's dad has some big-time
surprises up his sleeve. Once they hit the road in an
old RV named The Roast, he introduces her to the
amazing power of "Sway," a seemingly magical force
that can bring inspiration and joy to people in major
need of help. Cass can think of one particular person
who could really use some Sway. If only she could
track down Toodi, Cass knows she could convince her
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mom to come home. But with the help of a little homespun magic, Cass realizes that the things she needs
most have always been within her reach.

Working South
Swimming left and right, up and down and in big and
small circles in his bowl, Paul the fish is astonished
when newcomer Bernadette drops in and introduces
him to an amazing outside world depicted in
imaginative paintings.

Allelopathy
Mika is about to fulfill her dream of working at the
world famous Monterey Bay Aquarium when her plans
are derailed by an unexpected arrival-her estranged
grandmother Betty. Betty has dementia, and is no
longer able to take care of herself. Betty is in need of
her family's help-and she's not going to be
particularly nice about it. Mika has to give up her
summer internship at the Aquarium and stick to
working part-time at AnimalZone in order to take care
of Betty. The manager at AnimalZone has hired his
nephew Dylan to work there, and Mika thinks he's
entitled and annoying. Or is he just trying to become
a better person? Mika is trying to be as patient as
possible with her grandma-but Betty doesn't make
that easy. And neither does Dylan. NATALIE WHIPPLE
accidentally killed three goldfish while researching
this novel [which Mika would be very ashamed of] but
she hasn't killed any since. She grew up in California
and spent many a family vacation in Monterey, and
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now she lives in Utah with her husband and three
children frequently wishing she were closer to a
beach.

How to Bury a Goldfish
When Young Fu arrives with his mother in bustling
1920s Chungking, all he has seen of the world is the
rural farming village where he has grown up. He
knows nothing of city life. But the city, with its
wonders and dangers, fascinates the 13-year-old boy,
and he sets out to make the best of what it has to
offer him. First published in 1932, Young Fu of the
Upper Yangtze was one of the earliest Newbery Medal
winners. Although China has changed since that time,
Young Fu's experiences are universal: making friends,
making mistakes, and making one's way in the world.

Enzymes
Introducing an extraordinary new voice---a magical
debut that will make your skin tingle, your eyes
glisten . . .and your heart sing.

Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze
"How to Bury a Goldfish" instills meaning in the
passages of everyday life. It melds many of the
world's oldest traditions with contemporary
celebrations, allowing people to honor life's events in
tangible ways. Not a book of complex rituals with
several elements, this is a collection of simple
celebrations for anyone in the family. 7 illustrations.
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The Shakespeare Stealer
A young man dares not return to England after his
ship is taken over by pirates and he becomes a
member of their crew.
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